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A "MAXIMAL TORUS" TYPE THEOREM FOR
COMPLETE RIEMANNIAN MANIFOLDS

CHRISTOPHER B. CROKE

The purpose of this paper is to show the existence of
"Maximal tori" in a number of complete Riemannian mani-
folds. More specifically we are looking for what we call
submanifold systems which are defined as follows.

DEFINITION. A submanif old system ^ , through a point p, in
a complete connected Riemannian manifold M, is a collection Sf =
{Na} of connected submanif olds of M such that:

(a) NaeS^ is complete, topologically closed and totally geodesic.
(b) peNa for each NaeS^.
(c) M=\JaNΛ.
(d) For Na9 NβeS^ there is an isometry If from Na to Nβ

with If{p) = p. (The isometry If need not be the restriction of
an isometry of M.)

Note. If the isometries If are in fact restrictions of isometries
of M then we call Sf a conjugate submanif old system.

Clearly such objects are rare with the exception of the trivial
case Sf = {M}.

An example of such a submanifold system is given by the
collection of maximal tori in a Lie group.

Other standard examples are:
(1) The collection of Sr's passing through a point peSn.
( 2) The collection of CP r 's passing through a point p e CPn.
(3) The collection of L 's passing through a point p eL%(n, r ^

3, odd). All of the above are conjugate submanifold systems.
An example of a nonconjugate submanifold system is given by

all the geodesies through a point pe M, where M is a simply con-
nected manifold of variable negative curvature.

In this paper we show that the existence of sufficiently many
totally geodesic submanifolds (with a mild convexity condition)
through p e M is sufficient to guarantee the existence of a non-
trivial submanifold system through p.

This condition is somewhat more general than it at first appears.
For example, let Ip be the group of isometries of M that leave p
fixed. Then Ip will act orthogonally on the unit n — 1 sphere in
TVM. If this representation has nontrivial principal isotropy sub-
group, then the above condition will hold. (We will see this in
§1.) Wu-Yi Hsiang has essentially classified the possible orthogonal
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representations on spheres with nontrivial principal isotropy sub-
groups [4].

In particular, the above will imply the following. Let M be
a compact manifold and G be a compact lie group acting effectively
on M. Then either the principal orbit of the induced action on TM
is diffeomorphic to G or in any G-averaged metric on M there is a
nontrivial submanifold system through each point p e M.

The paper is divided into four sections. In the first section we
define the notions we need and state the theorem. In the second
section we state results whose proofs follow directly the proofs in
a previous paper [2], In the third section we prove the theorem.
The fourth section consists of remarks.

I wish to thank the referee for his careful review and his
helpful comments.

I* Statement of the theorem* In a previous paper [2] we
define convexity conditions ATC (almost totally convex) and CC
(completely convex). These give rise to invariants ATCp(Λf) and
CGP (M) for each point p in a complete Riemannian manifold Mn.
ATCP (Λf) and CCP (M) are integers satisfying: 0 ^ ATCP (M) £ n,
1 ^ CCP (M) ^ n, and ATC, (AT) ^ CCP (Jlf).

We now proceed in the same fashion.

DEFINITION. Given ε > 0, a submanifold N of a complete Rie-
mannian manifold M is said to be ε-convex if whenever x, y eN
and 7 is a geodesic from x to y of length less than ε then 7 c N.

REMARK. This clearly implies that N is totally geodesic.

DEFINITION. Given ε > 0 and R c TPM a linear subspace let
NR represent the smallest connected, complete, topologically closed,
totally geodesic submanifold through p such that R c TPNR and NR

is ε-convex.
The existence and uniqueness of NB follows from the fact that

the properties are preserved under intersections and taking connected
components.

DEFINITION. For fixed peM and ε>0 let C (lf)=min{dimR\Re
TPM and N^ = Λf}.

We will assume for the remainder of this paper, that M is a
connected complete Riemannian manifold with nonvanishing in jectivity
radius i(M).

Now for i(M) ^ ε > 0 we have directly from the definitions
that
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ATC ==> CC = > ε-convex .

Hence N£ΎC 2 Ngc 2 Nϊ, hence ATCP (M) ^ CCP (Λf) ^ C; (Λf) ^ w.
Now let Ip be the group of isometries of M leaving p fixed.

Results in [2] show that if the induced orthogonal representation
on S"-1 has nontrivial isotropy subgroup then 1 < CCP (Λf). Hence
Cp(M) Ξ> 2. We also have the formula:

dim Ip ^ 99AMλ(2n - CC, -1) ^ ^Ά(2n - C&M) - 1) .
2 Δ

Hence if dim/p is very large so is Cp(M).
The theorem will give us a nontrivial submanifold system S^r

for every 1 rg r < Cp(M). Thus there exists a nontrivial submani-
fold system whenever C;(M) ^ 2.

In order to define precisely what £fr is we need some further
notation.

Let Gr(M) π-> M be the Grassman manifold of r-dimensional linear

subspaces. Let G(M) ^ M be the bundle where G(M) = G\M) +
+ .-. + Gw(ikf) ( +denoting disjoint union).

Now define the following functions:

d:

C

u

G(M) —

: Λf >

G(M)-

-+Z b;
> Z by

—>G(JI

G(Af)

I"
M -

y d(S) = dimension of S .
C (p) = C;(M) .

tf) by f.(E) = Txιs)NA •

—'-> G{M) commutes.

i
Clearly

We will let Gr(TpM) = (π 1)"1^) (i.e., the Grassman manifold of r
planes in TPM).

For l£r^n let J/ r cG r (Γ J ) Jlί) be the set of r-planes R such
that dofε(R) is maximum. Let 5Γ = fε(.S*fr).

THEOREM. Let Mn be a complete Riemannian manifold with a
positive injectivity radius ί(M). Fix i(M) ^ ε > 0. Then for each
point peM and each r, 1 ^ r ^ n, the collection S^r = {ex$pS\Se
9ίr} is a submanifold system through p.

REMARK. If r < C; then dofε(R)<n for every ReGr(TpM)
hence SΓ Φ {TPM} and the submanifold system 6^r is not trivial.

REMARK. By definition, for S e δΓ there is an R e jzfr such
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that S — fR hence exp^ S = Nε

R. Thus the first two conditions for
a submanifold system are satisfied by £^r.

IL Some facts* In this section we state some results whose
proofs follow the same lines as the proofs in [2] for the corres-
ponding results about ATC and CC.

Fact 1. The image of fε is closed in G(M).

Fact 2. The function dofε is lower semi-continuous. In parti-
cular J%fr is open in Gr(TpM).

Fact 3. The function Cε is upper semi-continuous and its
image consists of at most two consecutive integers.

REMARK. This says that if for some peM, Cε

p{M) ̂  3 then for
all qeM, Q(M) Ξ> 2. Hence every q will have a nontrivial submani-
fold system.

Fact 4. Let r: [0, 1] —»GS(TPM) be a piecewise C°° curve such
that τ(ί) is in the image of fε for every t e [0, 1]. Then expp (r(0))
is isometric to Expp(τ(e)). Further the isometry is of the form

"1, where It is an isometry from τ(0) to r(ί).

REMARK. TO define isometries It in the above it is sufficient to
choose an appropriate orthonormal basis for each τ(t). The choice
that gives the above result is gotten by lifting τ to the Stiefle
manifold horizontally with respect to the canonical connection (see
[2]).

Many of the results in [2] and [3] hold for ε-convex as well.
We will only use those stated above.

Ill* Proof of the Theorem* To prove the theorem we will
show that W is a smooth, closed, connected submanifold of GS(TPM),
where s — dof(j$rr). To prove that W is a submanifold we will
first show that f is smooth when restricted to j ^ r (/ε in general
is not even continuous). Lemmas 3.1 to 3.3 are technical lemmas
used to show that f is smooth.

For S c TPM a linear subspace, let N£ be the set of points
XGM such that there exists a finite chain p = x09 xu , xr = x of
points in M and geodesies yu - , γ r with j t going from a?ί_1 to xt

satisfying the following property. Let S0 = SaTpM. Let SiCiTx.M
be the parallel translate of S^ along yt. We require that τl(̂ <-i) e

Si.! (hence TίO*) e St). We will call such a chain ({xjj, {TJΓ, {SJO an
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appropriate chain. Since N$ is totally geodesic Ni c AΓJ.

LEMMA 3.1. For S c TPM, S is in the image of fε if and only
if Ns has the following property: For every qu q2 e N[ and every
appropriate chain ({scjo, {7jί, {SJJ) from p to qλ and every geodesic
7 from qx to q2 of length less than ε we have 7'(#1) e Sr. Further
if this is the case then N£ — NB

S.

REMARK. A similar lemma is true for ATC and CC.

Proof. Assume S is in the image of /e. Then Expp (S) = Ns is
a complete topologically closed totally geodesic ε-convex submanif old.
It is easy to see that Ni = JNΓj and that Sr = TQlNl. Thus by the
ε-convexity of JVj we have 7'(ϊi) e TqiNs = Sr.

Now assume that Ni has the stated property. Let qeN$. Let
Sg c T îlί be a subspace comming from some appropriate chain.
Then, by taking a chain with one more link, we have Exp c S q cNi.
Further the property shows that B(q, ε) Π N£ = J5(g, ε) Π Expg Sq.
This shows that Sg is independent of the choice of chain and that
Ni is a complete, topologically closed, totally geodesic, ε-convex
submanifold of M. Further AT/ is connected and has the same dimen-
sion as S(S = T9Ni). Thus Expp(S) = JVj = JVΪ and so S = /.(S). D

LEMMA 3.2. Let U be an open subset of Gr(TpM) such that
dofε(R) > s ^ r for each ReU. Let f: U-+G\TPM) be a smooth
map such that R af(R) afjjt) for each ReU. Then for each Re
U there is an open set UR and a smooth map f: UR —> G8+1(TPM)
such that for each Rf e UR we have f(Rf)<z. f(Rr) af(Rf).

Proof. Let ST%TVM) ^G\TVM) be the bundle of the Stiefle
manifold over the Grassman manifold. Let 0 be an open neighbor-
hood of f(R) such that the bundle is trivial over 0. Let s: 0->SΓs

be a smooth section. Then for each R' e f~\Q) s defines (in a smooth
fashion) an orthonormal basis V^R'), •••, V8(Rf) of /(#').

There is thus a 1 — 1 correspondence between appropriate chains
(fo}o, {7<}f, {Sad in Nf{BΊ and finite sequences Zl9 Z2, "9Za in Rs.
The correspondence is given as follows: zx — y[(0) with respect to
FiCff'), , VΛ{R') and zt is the parallel translate of TI(0) along
7i U U 7i_i with respect to VX(R'), , VJJR')9 where each yt

is parameterized on [0, 1] proportional to arc length.
Since f(R) Φ /e(/(i2)) Lemma 3.1 tells us that there exists points

QuQtGNfw, an appropriate chain ({αj?, {7J?, {SJf) from p to qlf

and a geodesic 7 from gx to g2, of length less than ε such that
y'(0)$Sa. Choose an appropriate chain ({y^ξ, {τjf, {Tt}ξ) from p to
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q2. Let zu •", za and wlt , wβ be the corresponding finite sequences
in Rs. These in turn give rise to chains ({&,(#')}?, {Ίι(R')}ΐ, {St(i2')}?)
and ({yt(R')}ί, {rt(Λ')}ί, {IVΛOtf) in ΛΓ/W Thus defining points
ffiί-R') and ί2(22') in Nf{Rf). Everything above varies smoothly in R'.
Thus for some open neighborhood U of ϋ? in Gr(TpM) we will have
the distance from qλ(R') to g2(i2') less than ε. Let yB, be the unique
geodesic (since i(M) ^ ε) from q^R') to qz(R9). In some, possibly
smaller, neighborhood UB of ϋ! we will have 7Λ'(0) g Sa{R')9 for any
J?' in Z7JB. Let F(iu') be the vector in TPM gotten by parallel trans-
lating 7Λ'(0) back to p along 7i(i2') U U 7α(i2') Now F(i2') varies
smoothly with i?' in E/̂  V{R')£f(Rf) and VCR') efε(Rf). Hence we
need only define /(# ' ) to be the span of {V^R), •••, Fs(i2;), F(Λ')}.

D

LEMMA 3.3. fε is a smooth map when restricted to

Proof. By Fact 2 J*fr is an open subset of Gr(TpM). By the
definition of J^% fε(J^r) = §ίr c GS(TPM) for some s. Let i? e Jtfr.
Let /0: J ^ r —> Gr(Tp(M) be the inclusion. By repeated application of
Lemma 3.2 and Fαcί 2 we have open sets UR about R, and smooth
maps /,: U%

R -* Gr+\TPM) for 0 ^ i ^ s - r, with j ^ r 2 C7β°2 ?7i2 - 2
Z7Γr and /0(J2') c/χ(Λf) c - - c/β_r(J?') c/.(JB;) for all i2' G US~\ But
for dimension reasons fs__r = /e on ί7i~r. Hence / ε is smooth in a
neighborhood of iϋ. Thus the lemma follows.

LEMMA 3.4. 5Γ is a submanifold of G'(TPM) where s = d(S)
for all SeW.

Proof. We will show that for each SeW there is a coordinate
chart Us about S such that 3Γ n Z75 is a slice.

Lemma 3.3 tells us that fs\^r is smooth. It is not hard to see
that on j ^ r , fε has constant rank equal to r (n — s). Let S = fε(R)
for some Rejzfr. A standard result in multivariable calculus tells
us that there is an open set 0 around R in J^r and a coordinate
chart U around S in G\TPM) such that /β(0) c C7 is a slice. Let
UsaU be so small that for each S' eUs there is an iϋ' e 0 such that
R'aS' (which can be done since 0 is open in Gr(TpM)). Now if
S'eWΠ Us then there is an R'eθas^r such that JS'cS' . Now
/β(i2') c/ε(S') = S', so for dimension reasons /β(i2') = S'. Thus Sίr Π
U8 = /.(0) n ?75 is a slice.

LEMMA 3.5. Lei S1dS2 c i l ί 6e complete totally geodesic topo-
logically closed submanifolds of M. Assume that S2 is ε-convex in
M. Then S1 is ε-convex in M if and only if it is ε-convex in S2.
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REMARK. The lemma is obvious. It is stated here because the
corresponding lemma is false for ATC and CC. This is essentially
the only point in the proof that cannot be extended to ATC and
CC.

PROPOSITION 3.6. Each connected component of 9Γ is a closed
submanifold of GS(TPM).

Proof. By Lemma 3.4 we need only show that if {SJΓ=o is a
sequence in a connected component of SΓ converging to SeGs(TpM)
then SeSΓ.

By Fact 4 there exists isometries /,:£?(>—>& such that Exp^o/^
EXP^IEXP^SQ) is an isometry from Expp(S0) to Exp^S*). Fix an
orthonormal basis for So. Ii determines orthonormal bases for St.
Some subsequence converges to an orthonormal basis for S, defining
an isometry /from SQ to S. Then functions Exp^J-oExp"1 converge
to / = Exppo/oExppτ hence Expp(S) is isometric to Expp(S>0). Let
RaS0 be an r-dimensional subspace such that SQ=fe(R). Se3Γ
will follow if we show that fε(I(R)) = S.

We first note that since each St is in the image of fe so is S
by Fact 1, hence S* = fε(I(R)) c S . Now ExpS* is ε-convex in M
hence (by Lemma 3.5) in ExpS. Thus f~~ι (ExpS*) is ε-convex in
ExpS0 hence in M (Lemma 3.5) so fε{I~\S*)) = I~\S*). Now, since
RaI-\S*) we have Sfo=/.(Λ)c/.(I-1(S*)) = /-1(S*), hence I'\S*) = S0

and S* - S.
The theorem now follows from Fact 4 and the following pro-

position.

PROPOSITION 3.7. 3Γ is a compact, connected, submanifold of
GS(TPM) such that for every ReGr(TpM) there is an SeSΓ such
that RdS.

Proof. Proposition 3.6 tells us that each component of W is a

compact submanifold of G\TPM). Consider the bundle E^G\TPM)
whose fiber at S e G\TPM) is {R e Gr(TpM) \RaS}. Let f: E-^Gr(TpM)
be the obvious map. Let j y j be a connected component of J*fr, and
let 8lo be the connected component of SΓ containing f£(J^l). Let
%l(zE be π't-Wo. Then §ίj is a compact connected manifold. Let
F = /|Sίor, so F-Λl-^Gr(TpM). Since for every Rej^l there is a
unique S e SΓ such that RaS, we see that F~\R) is a single point.
Thus since Ssfl is open in Gr(TpM) the index modulo 2 of F must
be 1. Hence F is onto. Since this must be true for every com-
ponent of SΓ and since R e όtfr implies that there is a unique SeW
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with RaS, we see that there is only one component of δΓ. The
proposition follows. •

IV* Remarks* We will assume that Mn is a compact Rieman-
nian manifold and set ε equal to the injectivity radius.

We define, for p e M and 1 ^ r <̂  n, rank (p, r) to be the dimen-
sion of Na 6 S^r, where S^r is the submanifold system through p
defined in § I. We also define the "maximal (p, r) submanif old" to
be the elements of 6^r.

It is easy to see, that if M is a compact Lie group with bi-
invariant metric, rank (p, 1) is the rank of M as a Lie group and
the maximal (p, 1) submanifolds are the maximal tori.

The (p, r) ranks and submanifolds of the other examples listed
in the introduction are easy to see. However, it is interesting to
note that for CPn, rank (p, r) = 2r if r Φ 1 but rank (p, 1) = 1. In
particular the submanifold system of Cp19s in CPn does not show
up as an S^r.

Let M be a manifold such that for some peM rank (p, 1) = 1.
Then it is easy to see that every geodesic through p is a simply
closed curve of the same length. A theorem of Bott thus says
that M has the integral cohomology ring of a symmetric space of
rank one. If every p in M has rank (p, 1) = 1 then M is a so
called simple CL manifold (see [1]).

Many of the results in [2] and [3] give rise to results about
the (p, r) ranks and maximal submanifolds. For example:

For p and q in M and 1 ^ r ^ n — 1 rank (p, r)^rank (q, r + 1)
(see [2]).

If for some peM rank (p, 2) = 2 then rank (p, r) — r for all
1 ^ T ̂  n. Further if M is simply connected then M is diffeomor-
phic to Sn (see [3]). If this is true at each point of M then M
has constant curvature.

Finally we consider the isometry group of the maximal (p, r)
submanifold. Consider SΓ aGs(TpM), and the principal bundle

STS(TPM) Λ GS(TPM) with the canonical connection. Let t r -^§Γbe
the restricted bundle with the restricted connection. Fact 4, and
the remark following it, show that elements of the holonomy group
at S e W induce nontrivial isometries on Expp (S) leaving p fixed.
Thus in particular if the maximal (p, r) submanifold does not admit
a one-parameter group of isometries leaving p fixed (for example
maximal tori) we see that the connection on §ίr-^SΓ must be flat.
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